We investigate the evolution of a discrete-time one-dimensional quantum walk driven by a positiondependent coin. The rotation angle which depends upon the position of a quantum particle parameterizes the coin operator. For different values of the rotation angle, we observe that such a coin leads to a variety of probability distributions, e.g. localized, periodic, classical-like, semi-classicallike, and quantum-like. Further, we study the Shannon entropy associated with position space and coin space of a quantum particle and compare it with the case of the position-independent coin. We show that the entropy is smaller for most values of the rotation angle as compared to the case of the position-independent coin. We also study the effect of entanglement on the behavior of probability distribution and Shannon entropy of a quantum walk by considering two identical position-dependent entangled coins. We observe that in general, a quantum particle becomes more localized as compared to the case of the position-independent coin and hence the corresponding Shannon entropy is minimum. Our results show that position-dependent coin can be used as a controlling tool of quantum walks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classical random walks are widely-used fundamental models of natural sciences in which the position of a classical particle is shifted depending upon the outcome of a classical coin. They have found applications in different research areas including diffusion and mobility in materials [2] , Brownian motion [3] , polymer statistics [4] , exchange rate forecast [5] , solution of differential equations [6] , quantum Monte Carlo techniques [7] , and randomized algorithms [8] . Quantum random walks, motivated by classical random walks, were initiated by Aharonov et al. in 1993 [1] . In quantum walks, a unitary process for a quantum particle (also known as a walker), i.e. electron, atom or photon, replaces the stochastic evolution of a classical particle. Thus quantum walks become fundamentally different from its classical counterpart due to quantum interference that arises when different trajectories of the walker intersect each other hence leads to a very different probability distribution [9, 10] .
There are basically two kinds of quantum walks the properties of which have already received a good deal of attention: continuous quantum walks [11] [12] [13] and discrete-time quantum walks (DTQWs) [14] [15] [16] . The latter of the two has received much attention because of their application in various disciplines. In physics, DTQWs are employed for the simulation of different physical phenomena, e.g. topological phenomena in condensed matter systems [17] [18] [19] [20] , quantum percolation [21] , and in evaluating the impact of the disorder on the dynamics of a walker [22] [23] [24] . In quantum information sciences, due to the faster expansion of quantum walks compared to the classical ones, DTQWs are used to develop fast algorithms for computations on quantum computers [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , and to engineer and control certain quantum computation tasks [32] [33] [34] .
These applications have motivated the researchers to study different properties of DTQWs [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] and have been realized in numerous experiments using different physical settings [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . To control their behavior, different types of walks have been studied, e.g. DTQWs with decoherence [48] . In a similar vein, recently S. Panahiyan and S. Fritzsche studied coherent quantum walks with a step-dependent coin (SDC) [49] . Such a coin can be used to get the desired probability distribution by controlling the rotation angle of the so-called coin operator. The authors considered different rotation angles and observed diverse probability distributions which they classified into different classes. This becomes a motivation for us that quantum walks can also be controlled by using a position-dependent coin (PDC).
Moreover, the use of quantum walks in the realm of quantum computing [50] made it possible to link the phenomenon of quantum entanglement [51] with it. The entanglement of quantum bits will allow quantum computers to perform certain calculations much faster than the common classical computers. In this context progress has been made, e.g. quantum walks on a line with two entangled particles [52] , entanglement and interaction in a topological quantum walk [53] , entanglement in coined quantum walks on regular graph [54] etc. In addition, S. E. Venegas-Andraca and co-authors formulated a mathematical procedure for understanding unrestricted quantum walks using two entangled coins [55] . They demonstrated that the behavior of the walk with entangled coins is very different as compared to the usual quantum walks using a single coin. Moreover, S. Panahiyan and S. Fritzsche reported on one-dimensional quantum walks with four internal degrees of freedom, i.e. two entangled coins [56] . They have shown that entanglement between two coins could be used as a resource for obtaining different probability distributions in position space. We extend this study to one-dimensional quantum walks with two position-dependent entangled coins (PDEC).
with PDC and compare it to the case of the positionindependent coin (PIC). We also show the standard deviation for the different classes of the probability distributions. In sec. III, we study quantum walks with PDEC in 1D. We compute the entropy in this case and compare it with position-independent entangled coins (PIEC). We conclude and give a brief outlook of our work in sec. IV.
II. QUANTUM WALK WITH PDC
In a DTQW the evolution of a walker is controlled by a couple of unitary operators including a "coin operator" and a "conditional shift operator", applied repeatedly. A coin operator acts on the internal state of a walker, which for a walker with two internal degrees of freedom (similar to the spin-1/2 particle) are generally known as spin-up state and spin-down state. The conditional shift operator acts on the external degree of freedom and moves a walker either to the left or right depending on its internal state. Here we consider a single-qubit walker, i.e. a walker with two internal degrees of freedom on a one-dimensional lattice. For a single-qubit walker, the coin (Hilbert) space, H c , is spanned by |0 , |1 . The position (Hilbert) space, H p , is spanned by |x : xǫ Z. Thus the Hilbert space of the system is the tensor product of Hilbert spaces of the components, i.e. H p ⊗ H c . The walker's internal degrees of freedom play an important role to have many features of DTQWs. The PDC operator is defined aŝ
here θ is the rotation angle andx is the position operator acts on the external degree of freedom. In contrast to previously studied inhomogeneous quantum walks [30, 35, 57, 58] , we characterize the coin by a single rotation angle which depends on the position of the walker. Thus choosing different rotation angles results in a diverse probability distributions. The conditional shift operator is defined aŝ
This shift operator shifts the walker in spin-up state to the right and the one in spin down state to the left by one lattice site. The evolution operator (or the walk operator),Û =ŜĈ, acts on the initial state (φ int ) of the walker within the product space H. The repeated application of the walk operator to the initial state for large number of steps results in the evolution of the walk, i.e.
here φ T is the final state after T steps of the walks. We consider the following initial states to study the evolution of the quantum walk with position dependent coin operator
The states φ int1 (φ int2 ) describes a particle prepared in spin up (spin down) internal state which is spatially localized around the origin of the 1D lattice. The stepwise evolution of the initial state φ int1 of the walker can be mathematically written as,
and similarly for the second choice of the initial state, we have
From the final states of the walker after certain number of steps T, it is found that a walker can occupy at most T number of lattice sites. The final states also show that due to quantum interference a walker initially prepared in state φ int1 (φ int2 ) has zero probability at x=-T (x=T) position. Also for both initial states (φ int1 and φ int2 ), the occupied positions are always even for even number of steps and for odd number of steps the occupied positions are odd.
A. Classification of Probability Distributions
From Eq. (6) and (7) it is clear that the evolution of the quantum walk depends on the rotation angle (θ). In this section, we make use of this fact to feature the possible classes of the probability distribution of this walk by choosing different rotation angles. We carry out numerical simulations for the initial state φ int1 and classify the behavior of probability distributions of the walk into the following classes. Free localized walk: For rotation angle θ = 0, the evolution of the walk shows that the walker is at position x = T with probability 1 after T steps as shown in Fig. 1a . For this rotation angle, the coin operator is the identity operator and hence does not change the internal state of the walker. As a result, the walker initially prepared in the spin-up state remains in the same internal state during the evolution of the walk and shifts to right by a unit distance at each step of the walk. Bounded localized walk: For rotation angle π/2, the probability of finding the walker is bounded to at most three positions (x = 0, ±1) irrespective of the number of steps. The walker is localized because the probability is 1 at any of the three possible positions. The probability distribution of the walker after T=30 steps of the walk is shown in Fig. 1b . This localization can be explained as follows. The coin operator is identity operator at the initial position x = 0 and acts as a spin flip operator (changing spin up to spin down and vice versa) at x = ±1. Hence a walker initially prepared in the spin-up state will shift to the right during its evolution and will be reflected back from x = 1. It will start moving to left but will be reflected back again from the x = −1 position. This way the walker will oscillate between x = +1 and x = −1. For this rotation angle, the walk with PIC shows that the walker is localized and bounded to two positions (x = −1, 0). Bounded Periodic walk: For rotation angle π/4, the probability distribution shows a periodic behavior of localized, two-peaks-zone and three-peaks-zone for a different number of steps. The probability is 1 at x = 0 position (localized) for certain number of steps, or equally distributed between positions x = ±1 (two-peaks-zone), or distributed among positions 0, ±2 with probabilities 0.5, 0.25 and 0.25 respectively (three-peaks-zone). The probability distribution is shown in Fig. 1c for T=30 which shows two-peaks-zone. Moreover, for this rotation angle, the coin operator becomes a spin flip operator at x = ±2 and hence the walker reflects back from both sides and remains trapped between these positions. For this rotation angle, the PIC is a simple Hadamard coin which shows asymmetric probability distribution. Bounded classical-like walk: For rotation angle π/6, the probability distribution shows Gaussian-like behavior, i.e. maximum probability of finding the walker is maximum at (or near) x = 0 position and there is comparatively smaller but non zero probability of finding the walker around the most probable position (see Fig. 1d ). Moreover, the walker is bounded to 7 lattice sites and the coin operator becomes a spin flip operator at x = ±3 and hence the walker gets reflected from these positions. For this rotation angle, a walk with PIC is not bounded and the walker spreads away from its initial position. Classical-like walk: For rotation angle 7π/45, the probability distribution shows classical-like behavior but is not bonded. For this rotation angle, a walk with PIC shows the maximum probability of finding the walker towards the sides of the distribution (Fig. 1e) . Fast classical-like walk: For rotation angle π/5, the probability distribution of the walk is Gaussian-like but the number of positions occupied by the walker is greater compared to the classical-like walk. Moreover, in the case of the fast classical-like walk, the number of occupied positions increases more rapidly than the case of the classical-like walk. For this rotation angle, PIC shows maximum probability towards the side (Fig. 1f) . Semi-classical-like walk: For rotation angle π/3, the probability of finding the walker is maximum near the center of occupied positions. There are other significant peaks towards sides of the highest peak. We call this walk as the semi-classical-like walk. For this rotation angle, a walk with PIC shows maximum probability towards the right (Fig. 1g) . Bounded Semi-classical-like walk: For rotation angle π/30, the probability distribution is semi-classicallike but is bounded to 31 lattice sites. The coin operator becomes a spin-flip operator at x = ±15 and thus the walker cannot surpass these positions. We call the walk with this type of probability distribution as the bounded semi-classical-like walk. The PIC for this rotation angle shows maximum probability towards the right (Fig. 1h) . Fast Semi-classical-like walk: For rotation angle π/3, the probability distribution is semi-classical-like but the number of occupied positions is greater compared to the semi-classical-like walk. The PIC for this angle shows semi-classical-like but not fast. (Fig. 1h) . Bounded quantum-like walk: For rotation angle π/90, the walk shows ballistic, asymmetric expansion. The walk is quantum-like but is bounded to finite positions. For this rotation angle, the coin operator becomes a spin-flip operator at x = ±45. We call this bounded quantum-like walk. For this rotation angle, PIC shows maximum probability at position x = T (Fig. 1j) .
B. Shannon Entropy
The idea of Shannon entropy was presented by Claude Shannon in 1948 [59] . In quantum walks, the Shannon entropy was introduced and numerically studied for various kinds of Hadamard coin [60, 61] . The Shannon entropy for each step of a walk is determined from the probabilities of positions and internal degrees of freedom occupied by a wave function. In quantum walks with PDC, the Shannon entropy becomes position-dependent. We compute the Shannon entropy associated with position space (S P ) and coin space (S C ) for the PDC and compare it with the case of PIC. The Shannon entropy is defined as Periodic walk π/4
Bounded classical-like walk π/6
Classical-like walk 7π/45
Fast classical-like walk π/5
Semi-classical-like walk 2π/5
Bounded semi-classical-like walk π/20
Fast semi-classical-like walk π/3
Bounded quantum-like walk π/90 Table I : Classification of the probability distribution for quantum walks with position-dependent coin
here P x is the probability of finding the walker at position x and P i is the probability of the walker with an internal degree of freedom i where i = 0, 1. The entropies for different rotation angles in case of quantum walks with PDC and PIC are plotted in Fig. 2 . For a walk with PIC, the entropy of position space always increases with the number of steps (T), and this behavior does not change with the rotation angle. For a walk with PDC, we observe the following about the entropy of position space (we will equally call it entropy):
• Entropy of a localized walk is always zero as there is no uncertainty in the state of the walker. This is the case for the two classes of the walk, i.e. free localized walk (θ = 0) and bounded localized walk (θ = π/2).
• For other rotation angles, the evolution of entropy shows three types of behaviors, i.e. bounded periodic, bounded, and unbounded behavior.
• For a bounded periodic walk (θ = π/4) the entropy is bounded periodic as the uncertainty in the state of a physical system periodically changes. Whenever the walker is localized the entropy of the state is 0, for two-peaks-zone entropy is 0.7 and for threepeaks-zone, the entropy is 1 as in the Fig 2a. • Entropies of bounded walks (classical-like, semiclassical-like, and quantum-like walk observed at the rotation angles θ = π/6, π/20, and π/90 respectively) are bounded but non-periodic. In this case, the entropies of the walk do not increase after reaching a certain maximum limit. The maximum limit is different for different rotation angles as shown in Fig. 2(b) ,(e),(h).
• For other classes of the walk the behavior of Shannon entropy is unbounded, i.e. it increases by increasing the number of steps.
• We also found that the entropy for a quantum walk with PDC is small as compared to PIC except for the bounded quantum-like walk. The exception is because this class of the walk is observed for a small rotation angle (closer to 0). In this case, quantum walk with PIC shows localized-like behavior and hence the corresponding entropy of the state becomes smaller. The same trend in entropy is seen in the case of the bounded semi-classical-like walk but for a smaller number of steps of the walk. For semi-classical-like and fast semi-classical-like walks there is almost no difference in the entropies of the walks with PDC and PIC. In both types of walk, the entropy increases with the number of steps.
The Shannon entropy (S C ) associated with coin space of the walker in case of PIC shows periodic behavior irrespective of the value of the rotation angle. For a walk with PDC, we observe the following for S C :
• For a periodic walk S C shows periodic behavior. When the walk is localized then S C is zero similar to S P . This case takes place for specific values of T in a periodic walk.
• For all the subclasses of the classical-like walks S C is small as compared to their PIC counterparts. Generally, our results show that the S C of a walk with PDC is small as compared to PIC except for the bounded semi-classical-like and bounded quantum-like walks. For semi-classical-like and fast semi-classical-like walks, S C is almost the same and increases with the number of steps in case of both PDC and PIC. Step h Θ Π 90 
C. Standard Deviation
We compute the standard deviation (σ) for all the classes of the quantum walk with PDC. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . For a localized walk (both free and bounded) the standard deviation is 0 and for a periodic walk, it changes periodically. For other classes of the walk we observe the following: (I) Classical-like walk We compute the standard deviation of all the three subclasses of the classical-like walk and compare it with the σ of the standard classical random walk (see Fig. 3a) . The square root dependence of the σ on the number of steps (T) of the walk justifies their classification as the classical-like walk. Moreover, for rotation angle, π/5 the σ is greater than the other subclasses which show that for this rotation angle the classical-like walk spreads faster. In case of a bounded classical-like walk, the σ does not increase from a certain maximum limit. (II) Semi-classical-like walk: For all the subclasses of the semi-classical-like walk, we compare the standard deviations of a quantum walk with position-independent Hadamard coin. The walker's initial state is chosen as in Eq. (4). In case of normal and fast semi-classical-like walks, the standard deviations increase linearly with T similar to the case of simple Hadamard walk albeit rather slowly. This justifies the name of this class. In case of the bounded semi-classicallike walk, Initially the standard deviation increases linearly with T but this is not the case for higher T as the walker is bounded. This behavior is shown in Fig. 3b. (III) Quantum-like walk: For quantum-like walk we have only one subclass, i.e. bounded quantum-like walk. We compare the standard deviation of this walk to the standard deviation of a Hadamard walk. Our results show that the standard deviation of this walk increases linearly for initial steps, however, because of the fact the walker is bounded, the standard deviation does not increase further as shown in Fig. 3c . Step c Quantum like walk 
III. QUANTUM WALK WITH PDEC
In the generalization of the quantum walk with PDC to PDEC the internal degrees of freedom of the walker become four. The initial state of the walker is maximally entangled. The Hilbert space H EC associated with the internal states of the entangled two-qubit walker is spanned by |00 , |01 , |10 , |11 . The entangled coin operator is given by the tensor product of the two identical PDCs given in Eq. (1), i.e.Ĉ EC =Ĉ ⊗Ĉ.
The conditional shift operator in the case of PDEC is defined asŜ
The significant difference as compared to the quantum walk with PDC is that here the shift operator (Ŝ EC ), in addition to the operations of shifting the walker to right and left, also behaves like an identity operator depending on the internal state of the walker. The coin's initial state can be chosen as 
Other choices of initial states are also possible but we select Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) to show the basic scheme of the maximally entangled state. For initial state Φ int1 the stepwise evolution of the walker, by applying the walk operator (Û =Ŝ ECĈEC ), can be mathematically written as,
Similarly by applying the walk operator on the initial state Φ int2 we get,
A. Probability Distribution and Shannon Entropy
We study the evolution of a walk driven by PDEC and compare it with the case of PIEC in order to demonstrate the role of position dependence. We carry out numerical simulations for the two initial states given in Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) . For the initial state, Φ int1 the probability distribution for different rotation angles is shown in Fig.  4 . We observe the following properties: (I) For θ = 0, the probability distribution of both types of walks, i.e. quantum walk with PDEC and the one with PIEC, show similar behavior. After T steps of both types of walks, the walker occupies positions x = ±T each with probability 0.5. (II) For θ = π/2, again the probability distribution of the quantum walk with PDEC shows similar behavior to the one with PIEC. The walker is localized at position x = 0 for even number of steps. For odd values of T, the probability of the walker splits equally into two lattice sites x = ±1. (III) For θ = π/4, the probability distribution of the quantum walk with PDEC is periodic and bounded to the range of lattice sites x = ±2. For any value of T there are three possible configurations of the probability distribution: (a) The walker has probability 1 at position x = 0 (localized), (b) the walker occupies positions x = ±1 each with probability 1/2, (c) the walker occupies positions x = 0, ±1 each with 1/4 probability, and x = ±2 both with 1/8 probability. For this rotation angle, the probability distribution of a walk with PIEC shows three-peaks-zone. By increasing the number of steps the probability increases in the initial position. The behavior of the probability distribution does not depend on the choice of the initial state in contrast to the case of PDEC. (V) For θ = 7π/45, the probability distribution of the quantum walk with PDEC shows bounded behavior. Moreover, the walker has a higher probability at the initial position as compared to the other accessible lattice sites. In the case of PIEC, the number of occupied positions increases with the number of steps and the maximum probability is at positions x = ±T . (VI) For θ = π/5, the quantum walk with PDEC shows that the probability increases at the initial position with the number of steps, i.e. the walker becomes more localized as compared to the walk with PIEC. (VII) For θ = π/90 the behavior of the quantum walk with PDEC shows maximum probability towards sides. Although there is a small probability near the initial position of the walker, as the number of steps increases the probability around the initial position also increases. For a quantum walk with PIEC, the probability is maximum at positions x = ±T because this rotation angle is closer to 0. Generally, for the quantum walk with PDEC, we observe that the walker is more localized at the initial position (except for rotation angles closer to 0) as compared to quantum walk with PIEC. This statement holds true for other rotation angles like θ = π/12 and 5π/18 as well.
For the second choice of the initial state (Φ int2 ) the probability distribution is plotted in Fig. 5 where our observations are as follows. The stepwise evolution of a quantum walk with PDEC shows that the behavior of probability distribution does not depend on the choice of the rotation angle. The walker is completely localized at the initial position for any choice of the rotation angle and for any number of steps of the walk. This is because of the shift operator (Ŝ EC ) which does not change the position of a walker prepared in this particular internal state. The localization here is different from the well known Anderson localization [62] which arises due to spatial disorder in a system. In our case, the localization is due to the shift operator S EC which does not shift the walker in a particular internal state and thus remains trapped at the initial position in case of PDEC.
The behavior of probability distribution in case of PIEC changes with rotation angles. Although the most probable position is x = 0 for different rotation angles, still the probability distribution does not show complete localization as in the case of PDEC. This is also the case for θ = π/90 where the probability is 0.8 at the initial position for PIEC.
The Shannon entropy associated with position space of the quantum walk with PDEC is plotted as a function of T for the initial state Φ int1 (Fig. 6) . For a pure maximally entangled state the entropy associated with coin space is zero. For position space, we observe that the entropy is generally smaller for a walk with PDEC compared to PIEC (except θ = π/90). This confirms the fact that PDEC brings localization to the walk as we have demonstrated on the basis of the probability distribution (see Fig. 4 ). Additionally, for initial state Φ int2 the Shannon entropy is zero for any choice of rotation angle because of the localization of the walker. Step e Θ Π 90 
IV. CONCLUSION
We studied quantum walks in one dimension where the coin operator is characterized by a position-dependent rotation angle. We demonstrated that the walk shows diverse behavior for different rotation angles. Based on the probability distribution we classified the walk in different classes. This classification shows that PDC serves as a controlling tool to get different probability distributions where the controlling parameter is the rotation angle.
Moreover, we studied the Shannon entropy of the quantum walk with PDC for different rotation angles and compared it with the case of PIC. We observed that the entropy in case of PDC is smaller as compared to the walk with PIC except for the bounded semi-classical-like and bounded quantum-like walk. This exception occurs because of the relatively more localized behavior of probability distribution in case of the walk with PIC. Generally, the entropy of the quantum walk with PIC increases with the number of steps irrespective of the rotation angle. In the case of a quantum walk with PDC,, the behavior of entropy depends on the rotation angle.
We further investigated 1D quantum walks with two identical PDEC. The study was conducted for two pure maximally entangled Bell states as the initial states of the quantum walk. We compared the probability distribution for PDEC to the case where the coins are positionindependent. For the case of PDEC, we observed that the probability distribution of the walker becomes bounded to limited positions. The walker becomes more localized as compared to PIEC except for the rotation angles 0 and π/90. In the case of a specific initial state, the probability distribution showed that the walker becomes completely localized irrespective of the considered rotation angle. We also found that the Shannon entropy in the case of PDEC is smaller as compared to PIEC.
This study of PDC in a one-dimensional quantum walks can be generalized to study quantum walks with PDC in higher dimensions and with multi-particles. Moreover, the study of quantum walks with two PDEC can be generalized to more than two entangled qubits. The case of non-identical sub coins will be interesting to study. Quantum walks using coins with different values of entanglement will be worth to study. We will leave these matters for future work.
